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ABSTRACT
Clustering algorithms are a popular machine learning technique used to classify data.
While there are many variations of clustering algorithms, they each are specialized to perform
one specific task. A multi-objective spatial clustering algorithm with constraint-handling
methods (MOSCH) is proposed to combine the main aspects of popular machine-learning
clustering algorithms. The proposed MOSCH algorithm calculates and minimizes the Euclidean
Distance (E) and Mean Boundary Distance (MBD) of the data points within the data set. Since
these two objectives are conflicting, MOSCH searches for a set of non-dominating solutions that
meet both objectives to a certain degree. In addition, constraints are implemented to further
customize the solution results. The clustering solutions were consistent with the predicted results
for the test data set. MOSCH is also shown to be successful in clustering Citi Bike Stations in
New York City to effectively manage bike transportation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Big Data
Over the past few decades, the topic of big data has been a focal point of business and
academic research. Big data has evolved to become the data sets in applications that are so
voluminous and complex that traditional data processing systems can no longer handle them
(Chen, Chiang, & Storey, 2012). Big data sets require more advanced technologies that can
effectively store, manage, and analyze varying data types. These technologies were quickly
developed to meet the constant demands of rapidly growing data. Many definitions of big data
focus on the size of the data sets, but there are actually three main components to big data.
According to Doug Laney, a researcher for Gartner, the three attributes can be defined as data
volume, data variety, and data velocity (2001).
Data volume, as described in most definitions of big data, refers to the size of the data
sets, which is now larger than terabytes and petabytes (Russom, 2011). In fact, the digital world
was expanded from 5 exabytes in 2003 to over a zettabyte in 2012 (Sagiroglu & Sinanc, 2013).
To give a better comparison, 1 zettabyte is about equivalent to a thousand exabytes, a billion
terabytes, or a trillion gigabytes. If the average PC has 500 GBs of storage, it would require
about 20 billion computers to store all of the world’s data (Sagiroglu & Sinanc, 2013). These
numbers are also predicted to double annually, as described in Moore’s Law. With this rapid
expansion of data, data scientists and researchers are constantly developing more efficient data
storage and analysis tools. In order to develop these tools, a thorough understanding of data
variety and data velocity is needed.
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Data variety refers to the diversity and structure of data types in big data sets (Laney,
2001). Generally, these data types can be classified into three categories: structured, semistructured, and unstructured (Sagiroglu & Sinanc, 2013). Structured data has a basic data type
such as string, integer, or Boolean and can be easily stored in a Structured Query Language
(SQL) style database. Semi-structured data has data types similar to structured data, but they are
not organized according to their data type. This can make it difficult to retrieve and store semistructured data. Examples include JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), eXtensible Markup
Language (XML), Comma Separated Values (CSV), and others. Unstructured data has no set
data type and accounts for over 80% of the data in the world. Examples of unstructured data
include jpegs, social media posts, audio, videos, and webpages. The combinations of data can
create new opportunities as well as challenges in big data analysis.
Big data can also be described by its velocity or speed. Velocity, in this case, refers to
frequency of data generation or data delivery (Russom, 2011). To put the speed of data
generation into perspective, over 30 billion posts are made daily on Facebook as well as 2.7
billion likes or comments. On YouTube, 48 hours of video are uploaded every minute. Google
processes 20 petabytes of data daily, which is translated into 66 languages (Sagiroglu & Sinanc,
2013). These numbers are continuously growing, which requires constant research into more
efficient data analysis methods.
Data Clustering
In big data analysis, there are numerous techniques and approaches to mining the
seemingly endless amounts of data. Data mining is defined as the methods used to discover
useful information in large or complex data sets (Hand, 2007). An approach to data mining is to
use data clustering techniques. Data clustering is defined as the unsupervised classification of
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data into groups, or clusters (Jain, Murty, & Flynn, 1999). The goal of data clustering is to find
the most effective or natural classification of a set of points, patterns, or objects (Jain, 2009). In
basic clustering scenarios, the objects in a cluster are similar among themselves and dissimilar to
other objects in different clusters (Abbas, 2007). The factors that define these clusters are predetermined by the researcher and can be modified according to the clustering objectives.
Researchers have used data clustering techniques in a variety of application areas. In
medical research, data clustering can be used to identify the cancerous cells from a larger set of
cell data (Wang & Garibaldi, 2005). Data clustering is also extensively used in optimizing search
algorithms. For example, Google uses data clustering to group the billions of images on the web
for optimized search and retrieval (Liu, Rosenburg, & Rowley, 2007). Academic performance
can also be measured through data clustering. Researchers can use clustered performance data to
better predict future student performance at a given institution (Oyelade, Oladipupo, &
Obagbuwa, 2010).
There are many different approaches to data clustering, but typical clustering methods
follow five basic steps (Jain, et al., 1999). The first step is to determine the optimal number and
types of features used in the clustering algorithm. This process allows for customization of the
clustering algorithm to the data set. The next step is to define a data distance measure that would
be appropriate for the given data set. A common distance measure that is used in clustering
algorithms is Euclidean distance, which will be discussed further in the Methodology chapter.
Once the proximity measure is identified, the clustering process can begin, which varies
depending on the algorithm being used. The output can be hard, assigning each object one
singular membership to a cluster group, or the output can be fuzzy, allowing an object to have
partial membership in different clusters. The next step would be to perform a data abstraction,
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which is the process of creating a simple and user-friendly representation of the clustered data.
Once the data is filtered, a cluster validity analysis can be performed. Determining the validity of
the clusters can be difficult to assess, especially if there is not some form of predicted outcome.
Generally, a cluster set can be validated if it does not appear to have occurred by chance or if it is
comparable to another predicted or validated outcome.
Problem Description
Research problems can have multiple objectives that researchers want to achieve. Also,
while many clustering algorithms offer the best optimized solution to a single-objective problem,
some clustering scenarios may not have just one optimal solution. For example, research has
been done to study the impact of multi-objective spatial clustering for solving regionalization
problems (He, Ling, Zhang, & Gong, 2018). Generally, regionalization problems have at least
two main objectives – to ensure the homogeneity of regions and the heterogeneity among
regions. In the regionalization scenario, the homogeneity and heterogeneity objectives are
inherently conflicting. Therefore, a clustering algorithm such as k-means would only be capable
of optimizing the solution for one objective. He et al. (2018) recognized this issue and proposed
a bi-objective clustering algorithm, which finds a balance between the homogeneity and
heterogeneity measures. Finding this balance also implies that there is not one best solution.
There is a set of solutions that aim to optimize both objectives.
Utilizing multi-objective spatial clustering algorithms allows the researcher to create a set
of optimal solutions instead of only one solution. While these algorithms aid in multi-objective
regionalization problems, certain problems may have requirements, or constraints, related to the
attributes of the data set. There are clustering algorithms that implement constraint handling
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methods (Bradley, Bennett, & Demiriz, 2000), but they do not consider multiple objectives,
which can cause issues for certain scenarios that researchers may need to find solutions to.
Research Objective
The main research objective of this thesis is to develop a multi-objective spatial
clustering algorithm that can handle constraints imposed on the resulting clusters. Three types of
algorithms already exist in this area, spatial clustering algorithms, multi-objective clustering
algorithms (Varghese, Unnikrishnan, & Jacob, 2013) and clustering algorithms with constraints
(Bradley et al., 2000). While there are algorithms that address each subproblem, there is a clear
gap in the literature to combine these algorithms. MOSCH, a Multi-Objective Spatial clustering
algorithm with Constraint-Handling methods, combines multi-objective clustering, spatial
clustering, and clustering with constraints. The development and testing of MOSCH is the main
contribution of the research to the clustering community.
MOSCH was tested first on sample data sets to prove the legitimacy and effectiveness of
the algorithm. After initial testing, it then was tested on a real-life scenario, namely to determine
New York Citi Bike station regions computationally. By using MOSCH, conflicting objectives
such as compactness and competitiveness are implemented to cluster bike station regions.
Constraints such as station popularity and bike rental traffic are also considered and evaluated in
the clustering process to ensure that the solutions will be applicable to the given real-life
scenario.
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Chapter 2
Background and Literature Review
K-Means
A common method for data clustering is running data through a k-means algorithm. The
algorithm was originally designed by J. B. MacQueen and is one of the first unsupervised
machine learning algorithms (1967). The k-means algorithm aims to cluster an N-dimensional
population into k clusters based on a distance measure (MacQueen, 1967). The development of
the k-means algorithm was a revolutionary discovery at the time, as computing capabilities were
still primitive. The k-means algorithm made waves in the clustering research communities and
has been the basis for a number of research endeavors. The algorithm is still relevant today, as it
is the basis for more complex clustering algorithms.
The k-means algorithm takes a set of n data points, denoted as 𝐗 = {𝐱1 , … , 𝐱 𝑛 }, and
partitions them into k clusters, as determined by the user. The process for iterating through the
algorithm is as follows (Wagstaff, Cardie, Rogers, & Schroedl, 2001):
1. k initial cluster centers c𝑘 are selected randomly.
2. Each data point 𝐱 𝑖 in the data set X is assigned to its nearest cluster center, c𝑘 .
3. For each cluster k, the cluster center c𝑘 is recalculated based on the mean distance of its
constituent instances.
4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until no further changes in cluster assignments are observed,
thus fully optimizing the solution.
The most common distance function used to calculate the mean distance is the Euclidean
metric (Jain, 2009). The Euclidean distance function calculates each cluster instance’s distance
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from the cluster center, c𝑘 . All of these distances are summed together to yield the Euclidean
distance. The k-means algorithm depends on this distance function as its primary method to
optimize the solution, which is done by minimizing the final Euclidean distance value through
multiple iterations. The minimized value is considered the best solution for the given population.
Spatial Clustering
In data mining, there are different approaches to clustering data. There are also different
attributes of data that need to be considered during the clustering process. For example, some
data points are spatial in nature. Spatial data has some attributes that can be represented
numerically in a geographic coordinate system (Varghese et al., 2013). Spatial data is commonly
associated with geographic data points such as map or location data and can be represented as
points, lines, or regions (Guting & Schneider, 1995). Clustering techniques have been developed
specifically to handle these geographic data attributes.
Spatial clustering aims to classify data into groups based on their geographic
neighborhood (Varghese et al., 2013). The resulting information from spatial clustering has
numerous practical applications (Bailey & Gatrell, 1995). For example, public health specialists
can use spatial data to determine disease patterns in certain geographic areas (Musa et al., 2013).
Also, police can determine the rate of crime in certain areas and compare it to the socioeconomic status of those areas (Kitchen, 2006). Another interesting application area includes
predicting earthquake patterns based on collected spatial data (Savaş, Yıldız, Eken, Ikibaş, &
Sayar, 2019). With the many uses of spatial clustering, there are multiple categories of spatial
clustering algorithms to accommodate each scenario. The most common types include partition
methods, hierarchical methods, and density-based methods (Chandra & Anuradha, 2011).
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Partitioning algorithms can be considered one of the most common types of spatial
clustering algorithms. While there are many variations, most partitioning algorithms have a
similar pattern. Given a set of data points 𝐗 = {𝐱1 , … , 𝐱 𝑛 }, and the clustering criterion, the data
points are partitioned into k clusters, where k is the number of initial desired clusters, in a way
that a clustering criterion is optimized. The goal of partitioning algorithms is to organize the data
set into k disjoint clusters while ensuring that the points are more similar to others inside the
cluster than they are to points in another cluster. The k-means algorithm described in the
previous section is the most common type of partitioning algorithm. Other algorithms have been
developed based on the described pattern and include Partitioning Around Medoid (PAM) and
Clustering LARge Applications (CLARA) (Kaufman & Rousseeuw, 1990).
While partitioning algorithms try to maintain the initial number of clusters, or k,
hierarchical algorithms focus on the structural integrity of the data clusters. Spatial data
clustering is said to be hierarchical when two sample data points, 𝐱 𝑖 and 𝐱𝑗 , are in a cluster 𝐶𝑘 ,
and remain in the same cluster for all levels greater than the initial k. The hierarchy is
represented as a specialized tree diagram called a dendrogram, where the bottom shows the data
points represented as single object clusters and the top represents all of the data points in one
cluster. Hierarchical algorithms can be designed in two different ways, either with an
agglomerative (bottom-up) or divisive (top-down) approach. Agglomerative algorithms start by
placing each data point in its own cluster, then they continue to merge or agglomerate the
clusters until there is one single cluster. Examples of this approach include Clustering Using
REpresentatives (CURE) (Guha, Rastogi, & Shim, 1998) and RObust Clustering using linKs
(ROCK) (Guha, Rastogi, & Shim, 1999). Taking the opposite approach, divisive algorithms start
with a single cluster and recursively divide the clusters until there is only one data point in each
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cluster. Algorithms that use a divisive method include STatistical INformation Grid (STING)
(Wang, Yang, & Muntz, 1997) and Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using
Hierarchies (BIRCH) (Zhang, Ramakrishnan, & Livney, 1997).
When clustering spatial data, the density of the individual clusters should also be taken
into consideration. Density refers to the number of data points within a set area. Density-based
algorithms cluster data sets into groups with the goal of minimizing size and density. The unique
aspect of density-based algorithms is that they do not require an initial number of clusters. This
is because these algorithms set minimizing density as the highest priority, which requires
adjusting the number of clusters to meet the density goals. A generalized pattern for densitybased algorithms includes choosing an arbitrary data point 𝐱 𝑖 and, given the minimum number of
data points, selecting data points surrounding the chosen point 𝐱 𝑖 and creating a cluster. A
minimum number of data points is required in order to avoid single-point clusters. Examples of
this algorithm include Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN)
(Ester, Kreigel, Sander, & Xu, 1996) and Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure
(OPTICS) (Ankerst, Breunig, Kriegel, & Sander, 1999). Table 2-1 summarizes the three main
spatial clustering methods discussed with their advantages and disadvantages as well as the best
circumstances to use the described methods.
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Algorithm Type Description

Advantage

Disadvantage

Application

Partition

Groups data
points into kclusters based on
the clustering
criterion.
Clusters data
points in a
hierarchical,
tree-graph
structure.

Allows user to
input number of
clusters ahead of
time.

User may not
know initial
number of
desired clusters.

Best for
clustering
scenarios with
fixed k.

Can be more
efficient than
other methods.

Does not allow
for incorrect
clustering
decisions to be
reversed.

Creates clusters
based on the
density of the
data set.

Able to
efficiently
handle noise in
data sets.

Computational
costs are higher
than other types.

Best for smaller
data sets where
consistent
cluster
membership is
important.
Best for
problems where
clusters are
arbitrarily
shaped by
density.

Hierarchical

Density-Based

Table 2-1 Spatial Clustering Methods Comparison

Clustering with Constraints
As described in the previous sections, there are numerous approaches and variations to
clustering data. While spatial clustering algorithms are powerful tools for clustering data sets
because they use the attributes given by each data point, most real-life applications have other
factors to consider. Researchers typically have background knowledge about the data set that can
be useful in the clustering process. Traditional clustering algorithms do not have the ability to
handle constraints placed on the clusters. Implementing constraint handling methods into
traditional clustering algorithms has been an important component in advancing cluster analysis
research.
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There are four main types of constraints that can be used to aid in the clustering process
(Davidson & Ravi, 2005). One of these types is must-link constraints. Given two data points, 𝐱 𝑖
and 𝐱𝑗 , a must-link constraint requires that the two points be in the same cluster in order for the
solution to be feasible. Cannot-link constraints are essentially the opposite of must-link
constraints in that they require the two data points 𝐱 𝑖 and 𝐱𝑗 to be in separate clusters. With
cannot-link constraints, solutions would not be considered feasible if the two data points were in
the same cluster.
While the first two constraints deal with cluster membership, the other two constraint
types observe the distance between data points (Davidson & Ravi, 2005). The positive
parameter δ, the δ-Constraint (or Minimum Separation Constraint) requires that the distance
between each data point from one cluster to another be greater than or equal to δ. Looking at this
constraint from another angle, if the distance between two data points, 𝐱 𝑖 and 𝐱𝑗 , is less than δ,
then they must be in the same cluster. A group of must-link constraints would have the same
requirements, so the δ-Constraint can be represented by a conjunction of multiple must-link
constraints. The £-Constraint also specifies an initial positive parameter £, and for any cluster 𝐶𝑘
that has two or more data points, each data point in cluster 𝐶𝑘 must have at least one other point
that has a distance of £ or less from it. The £-Constraint can also be represented by a disjunction
of multiple must-link constraints so that if a data point fails all must-link constraints, the data
point will become its own cluster.
Clustering with constraints has been used in a variety of application areas. For example,
Wagstaff et al. (2001) integrated must-link and cannot-link constraints into the k-means
algorithm to automatically detect road lanes from GPS data. Data points were given a constraint
such that, if they were four or more meters apart, they could not be in the same lane cluster. This
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constraint allowed the researchers to obtain a nearly perfect clustering output by properly
detecting the road lanes. Davidson & Ravi (2005) also developed a constrained k-means
algorithm that was tested on a Sony AIBO robot. Constraints in this scenario were used to
combine two object clusters together that have a distance of one foot or less, because the robot
would not have been able to navigate through two objects with such a narrow space.
Multi-Objective Clustering
Implementing constraints into spatial clustering algorithms allows researchers to produce
more accurate results. However, researchers may have more than one objective or goal for the
clustering output. Furthermore, these objectives can be conflicting in nature, causing the
optimization problem to become quite complex. In multi-objective clustering and optimization
research, problems with conflicting objectives do not have a single solution that fully optimizes
both objectives. Therefore, a set of solutions is required in order to find outputs that optimize
both objectives.
In multi-objective clustering and optimization, there are three main techniques that
researchers use in their methodologies (Coello, Lamont, & Veldhuizen, 2007). The a priori
preference articulation assumes that the goals for the multi-objective optimization can be decided
by the researcher before the clustering begins, which allows researchers to prioritize objective
functions according to their needs. If the researchers are unsure of what objectives to prioritize,
they can use a posteriori preference articulation. In this technique, researchers can choose a
solution from a solution set that is of pareto optimality, or a solution set that satisfies both
objectives and is non-dominant when compared to each other (Marler & Arora, 2004). Once the
solutions are developed, the researchers can then pick the solution that best fits the needs of the
research goals. The progressive preference articulation aims to integrate both the search and
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decisions throughout the clustering process. It starts by selecting a solution, then it compares the
solution to a decision maker, such as a constraint, and updates the objectives according to the
constraint. The two steps are repeated until no further improvements are shown.
Multi-objective clustering has been researched and applied in different areas, such as
regionalization problems and evolutionary algorithms (EAs). Regionalization, in data analysis, is
considered to be a spatial clustering problem (Esmin, Coelho, & Matwin, 2015). For
regionalization problems, He et al. (2018) proposed a bi-objective clustering algorithm in which
the homogeneity of regions and the heterogeneity among regions are both implemented. These
measures are conflicting in that the homogeneity measure increases the number of regions, while
the heterogeneity measure decreases it. Their proposed algorithm then finds a balance between
these two measures, creating an optimal number of regions. Multi-objective clustering
algorithms are also commonly designed based on concepts of EAs. Handl and Knowles (2007)
proposed the algorithm “Multi-Objective Clustering with automatic K-determination” (MOCK),
which uses principles from EAs such as using two or more objectives and variations of genetic
encoding. The MOCK algorithm outperformed many other single-objective algorithms such as kmeans when applied to the same test data sets, due to the pareto optimal set of solutions created
using multiple objectives.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Problem Description & Objectives
The MOSCH algorithm aims to optimize a multi-objective clustering problem by meeting
objective and constraint requirements. In order for the algorithm to run properly, MOSCH
requires certain input parameters. The first and arguably most critical input parameter is the data
set to cluster. Within the data set are n data points, each of which is represented as
𝐗 = {𝐱1 , … , 𝐱 𝑛 }. Each data point 𝐱 𝑖 has attributes such as its spatial location and unique
characteristics. The first d attributes of a data point represent spatial features, and the additional
m attributes define other features of the data point. A data point is represented fully as 𝐱 𝑖 =
(𝑥𝑖,1 , … , 𝑥𝑖,𝑑+𝑚 ) where 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 denotes the value of attribute j for data point i. The data set 𝐗 is
represented in the code as a 2D array with n rows and d + m columns.
Since MOSCH is a spatial clustering algorithm, the location of data points in relation to
other data points within the data set is an important parameter. Therefore, the algorithm requires
a 𝑛 x 𝑛 neighborhood matrix, which lists each data point’s spatial relationship to every other data
point. Two data points, 𝐱 𝑖 and 𝐱 𝑙 , are considered spatial neighbors if there are no points
intersecting their direct path to each other. The neighborhood structure may also be defined
based on the requirements of a problem. In the neighborhood matrix, spatial neighborhood is
represented as 𝑞𝑖,𝑙 such that 𝑞𝑖,𝑙 = 1 if 𝐱 𝑖 and 𝐱 𝑙 are neighbors, and 0 otherwise. This parameter
is used to develop the initial solution and aids in the optimization process of the algorithm.
Other required input parameters include the number of desired clusters (K) and the
maximum number of solutions in the population (p). While the number of desired clusters may
not be initially known, K can be set to a default value and be easily adjusted if the number of
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clusters does not fit the data set. The maximum number of solutions can also be altered in order
to produce a wider or slimmer range of solutions within the solution set. The flexibility within
these two parameters provides the ability to further modify the solution results.
The MOSCH algorithm, in optimizing solutions, also implements multiple objective
functions. The two main objective functions for MOSCH are the total Euclidean distance and the
mean boundary distance (MBD) functions. The MOSCH algorithm aims to minimize these
objective functions concurrently. As discussed in the previous chapter, the Euclidean distance
function calculates each data point’s distance from their designated cluster center and sums them
together. The Euclidean distance function was modified for the purposes of the MOSCH
algorithm and is represented by the following mathematical equation,
𝑛

𝑑

𝐾

𝐸 = √∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑧𝑖,𝑘 ( 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑐𝑘,𝑗 )2
𝑖=1 𝑗=1 𝑘=1

where 𝑐𝑘,𝑗 represents the center of the kth cluster with respect to attribute j. The cluster centers
are calculated by taking the average of each spatial attribute for all the data points within the kth
cluster. The cluster centers are recalculated after every change within the solution. The total
Euclidean distance represents the compactness of clusters for a given solution. A higher
Euclidean distance value would result in noncompact clusters. By minimizing the Euclidean
distance, the objective function creates more compact clusters in relation to their cluster center.
The second objective, MBD, further aids in the identification of ideal solutions by
comparing the boundary data points between different clusters. Specifically, the two data points
compared must meet two criteria: (1) their cluster membership needs to differ and (2) they must
be spatial neighbors. The following equation finds the boundary distance between points i and l.
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𝑑+𝑚

𝐾

𝛿𝑖,𝑙 = 𝑞𝑖,𝑙 (1 − ∑ 𝑧𝑖,𝑘 𝑧𝑙,𝑘 ) ∑ (𝑥𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑥𝑙,𝑗 )
𝑘=1

2

𝑗=𝑑+1

If the data points meet the criteria, their Euclidean distances are calculated with respect to the
non-spatial attributes. Once all of the boundary distances are found, they are summed together
and averaged to calculate the MBD. The following equation represents the MBD objective.
𝑛

𝑛

1
𝑀𝐵𝐷 = ∑ ∑ 𝛿𝑖,𝑙
𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑙=𝑖+1

By taking the average of the distances of the boundary points, the MBD of the clusters
within a solution can be determined. A higher MBD reveals a greater difference between the data
points in different clusters, resulting in more compact clusters. When the MBD objective is
minimized, the data points will resemble other data points in neighboring clusters, resulting in
noncompact solutions. The MBD objective provides a smooth change in the boundaries of the
clusters. It should be noted that the MBD objective function can also be maximized depending
upon the type of the problem under consideration. Since the MOSCH algorithm minimizes both
the Euclidean distance and MBD objective functions, the objectives will inherently have
conflicting goals. Solutions created by conflicting objectives cannot fully optimize both
objectives simultaneously. By implementing conflicting objectives, a range of solutions are
created that aim to meet both goals to a feasible extent.
While obtaining a range of solutions gives the researcher a variety of clustering options to
choose from, other factors may need to be taken into consideration. For example, a problem may
require a minimum value for a statistical property of an attribute within each cluster. If a solution
contains a cluster that does not meet the minimum requirement, the solution will not be
considered feasible for the given problem. These considerations, or constraints, give the
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researchers even more flexibility and control in developing feasible solutions. A constraint
equation for maintaining a minimum attribute statistic is given below,
𝐾

𝑑+𝑚

𝑓𝑗 = ∑ ∑ 𝑚𝑎𝑥(0, 𝛼𝑗 − 𝜆𝑘𝑗 )
𝑘=1 𝑗=𝑑+1

where 𝛼𝑗 is the minimum required statistic for attribute j and 𝜆𝑘𝑗 is the actual attribute statistic
for cluster k. The constraint function will vary depending on the problem and the goals of the
researcher. For example, an attribute can also have a maximum value, or a certain ratio compared
to the other attributes. For the purposes of the MOSCH algorithm, the constraint function above
is used for the given attributes.
The constraint function chosen for the problem can be used to calculate a penalty term for
the solution. Instead of rendering a solution completely unfeasible, a penalty can be added to the
solution, revealing how far off the solution is from the ideal solution. Through the optimization
of the solutions, the goal would be to minimize or eliminate the total penalty for all solutions.
Calculating the total penalty for a solution is represented as follows,
𝑑+𝑚

𝑇𝑃 = ∑ 𝑃𝑗 𝑓𝑗
𝑗=𝑑+1

where 𝑃𝑗 is the penalty term, indicating the importance of the constraint for attribute j. A higher
total penalty reveals a less feasible solution in relation to the constraint. The penalty term is then
added to each objective. Therefore, minimizing the total penalty becomes another goal for the
MOSCH algorithm.
While penalty terms allow for a large population of solutions with varying ranges of
feasibility, the population set needs to stay below the maximum number of solutions
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𝑝. If the number of solutions within the population exceeds 𝑝, solutions need to be removed from
the population. Determining which solutions to remove can be done in different ways, such as a
random selection. The MOSCH algorithm takes a more strategic approach by determining
dominance and the crowding distance among solutions. Dominance is defined within the
population set by comparing the objective functions of the solutions. Since both objective
functions are being minimized, for solutions a and b, if E(a) < E(b) and MBD(a) < MBD(b), then
a dominates b. Solution b could potentially be removed from the population since solution a is
better than b with respect to both objectives.
Although dominated solutions are removed from the population, the size of the
population can grow large due to the possible number of non-dominated solutions. The
population limit can also be maintained by eliminating the solution with the smallest crowding
distance. The crowding distance for solution a in the sorted population is determined as follows,

𝑐𝑑[𝑎] =

|𝐸[𝑎−1] − 𝐸[𝑎+1] |
|𝑀𝐵𝐷[𝑎−1] − 𝑀𝐵𝐷[𝑎+1] |
+
𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑀𝐵𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥

where 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑀𝐵𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 are the maximum objective values within the population, 𝐸[𝑎] and
𝑀𝐵𝐷[𝑎] indicate the E and MBD objective function values for solution a. The solutions within a
population are sorted in ascending order of the first objective to easily obtain the maximum
objective values and calculate the crowding distances. A lower crowding distance reveals the
similarity of clustering results to other solutions. Ideally, solutions within a population will be
unique among other solutions. By calculating the crowding distance for each solution, the
solution with the smallest crowding can be eliminated since it will have the most similar
clustering results to other solutions within the population.
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To summarize, the MOSCH algorithm aims to optimize both the Euclidean distance
objective and the MBD objective concurrently. The Euclidean distance objective ensures the
compactness of the clusters, while the MBD reveals the similarity of data points within the
cluster borders. Since these objectives conflict, a range of solutions are created that meet both
objectives to varying degrees. The range of solutions can be narrowed down by implementing
constraints on the total attribute values of the clusters within each solution. Finding an ideal
solution that meets all of the aforementioned requirements is a difficult problem. The ideal
solution can also be relative to the importance of certain requirements. For these reasons, the
MOSCH algorithm provides a set of solutions that may not be ideal for one single objective or
constraint, but is ideal for the combination of multiple objectives and constraints. The complete
notation for the MOSCH algorithm is shown in Table 3-1.
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Notation

Description

𝐱 = (𝑥1 , … , 𝑥𝑑 , … , 𝑥𝑑+𝑚 ) A data point to cluster
𝑑

Number of attributes in a data point for spatial clustering

𝑚

Number of additional attributes used for constraints and second
objective

𝑥𝑗

jth attribute of data point 𝐱

𝐗 = {𝐱1 , … , 𝐱 𝑛 }

Set of n data points

𝐱 𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖,1 , … , 𝑥𝑖,𝑑+𝑚 )

ith data point in 𝐗

𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑞𝑖,𝑙 = {0,1}

jth attribute value of data point 𝐱 𝑖
Spatial indicator variable such that 𝑞𝑖,𝑙 = 1 if data points 𝐱 𝑖 and 𝐱 𝑙
are spatial neighbors

K

Number of desired clusters in the solution set

𝐶𝑘

Cluster k

𝑐𝑘,𝑗

Center of cluster k with respect to attribute j

𝑧𝑖,𝑘 = {0,1}

Decision variable such that zi ,k = 1 if data point 𝐱 𝑖 is in cluster k, 0
otherwise

𝑝

Maximum number of solutions within the population

𝛼𝑗

Constraint value for attribute j

𝜆𝑘𝑗

Constraint parameter on attribute j for cluster k

𝑃𝑗

Penalty term for attribute j

Table 3-1 MOSCH Notation

Algorithm Design
At the beginning of the design process, major design decisions for the algorithm were
carefully researched and implemented. First, the programming language for the algorithm was
narrowed down to two popular languages: Java and Python. While both programming languages
utilize object-oriented design and have a large range of importable libraries, their main difference
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is the way they check data types. Java is considered to be a statically-typed programming
language, while Python is dynamically-typed. Statically typed programming languages check
data types at compile-time, which requires the developer to declare the data type of a variable or
object before the code is compiled. Dynamically-typed programming languages offer more
flexibility as data types do not need to be declared before compiling. However, developers can
run into issues at run-time if they are not careful with scanning the code for bugs before
compiling. For the purposes of this experimental algorithm, a dynamically-typed programming
language is an ideal choice that allows for the flexibility of data input and analysis methods.
Python is also a popular choice for data science research due to its extensive data analysis
libraries, such as numpy and pandas, and its data plotting and visualization libraries, such as
matplotlib and ggplot. Therefore, Python was chosen for the development of MOSCH.
The organization of the algorithm was also a key design decision to make before
beginning development. The two main approaches to code execution are procedural
programming and object-oriented programming. In procedural programming, a code is executed
line-by-line with the modularization of common procedures into functions that can be called
within the main program. Furthermore, procedural programming takes a top-down approach,
with the main procedure as the top and the functions as sub-procedures of the main procedure.
Procedural programming is well suited for scripting languages such as Python due to their
compatibility in systematic execution. Object-oriented programming aims to model code based
on real-life objects. The main concepts of object-oriented programming include classes and
objects. Classes are data types created by the developer and represent a collection of objects.
Objects are instances of the class data type, each with their own unique properties. For example,
in the algorithm design, there is a Cluster class, which is the data type for each cluster instance or
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object. The algorithm design incorporates both procedural programming and object-oriented
programming to give the most flexible functionality. Object-oriented programming allows for the
representation of cluster instances within a solution, and procedural programming allows for
objective and constraint functions to be implemented within the algorithm.
Development
The development of MOSCH was completed in phases. In order to understand machine
learning in Python, the k-means algorithm was coded first and tested. As described in the
Background and Literature Review section, the k-means algorithm takes in a data set, which
contains n data points, then partitions them into a predetermined number of clusters, or K. This
first phase of the algorithm was developed similarly to the traditional k-means algorithm, using
the Euclidean distance function to optimize the solution. The test data set was randomly
generated using Matlab and exported to a CSV file. The CSV file was then imported into the
code and optimized within the k-means optimization loop. Figures 3-1 and 3-2 display the results
of the clustering process from two different k values. The first chart shows the data set with
cluster membership randomly assigned, which is shown by color. The second chart reveals the
final clustering results for the data set after it has been processed within the optimization loop.
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Figure 3-1 K-Means Output, k = 2
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Figure 3-2 K-Means Output, k = 3
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After the first phase of programming the k-means algorithm, the code was modified to fit
the needs for multi-objective spatial clustering. When optimizing more than one objective in
spatial clustering, the results become a solution set rather than one single solution. To
accommodate for the solution set, the idea of a single cluster solution object needed to be
established within the code. Therefore, the Cluster class was created according to the standards
of object-oriented programming. The two main parameters required to instantiate a cluster
solution are the data set and the number of desired clusters, or k. The other parameters for the
Cluster class, such as the number of data points and the number of attributes for each data point,
can be taken from the data set input. Creating the Cluster class allows for the creation of multiple
potential cluster solutions, each with their own unique results.
At the instantiation of a cluster solution object, each data point within the data set is
randomly assigned cluster membership based on the k parameter. While these data points are
randomly assigned to a cluster, the compactness of the cluster is also taken into consideration. As
seen from the graphs from Figures 3-1 and 3-2, the initial clustering from the traditional k-means
algorithm has no resemblance to a compact solution. Therefore, a pseudorandom procedure was
created to assign the initial clustering membership. The procedure assigns k points randomly,
then takes a neighboring unassigned data point and assigns it the same cluster membership for
each k cluster. Figure 3-3 reveals the pseudocode for assigning the initial cluster membership.
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Procedure Create_Random_Clusters()
{
For (k = 1...K)
Do {
Randomly select a data point 𝐱 𝑖 without a cluster
Assign 𝐱 𝑖 to cluster k
}
While (there is a data point without a cluster assignment)
Do {
Randomly select a data point 𝐱 𝑖 with a cluster assignment
Randomly select a neighbor 𝐱 𝑙 of 𝐱 𝑖 without a cluster assignment
Assign 𝐱 𝑙 to the cluster of 𝐱 𝑖
}
Evaluate objectives E and MBD
Evaluate the penalty term
Add the solution to the population
}
Figure 3-3 Create Random Clusters Procedure

The MOSCH algorithm maintains a population of p cluster solutions and improves them
through small manipulations in the cluster structures. The procedure in Figure 3-3 is executed at
the instantiation of each Cluster object. The objectives and penalty terms are calculated after the
instantiation of the Cluster object, and the procedure is repeated until 𝑝 Cluster objects are
created and added to the population.
Once there are 𝑝 cluster solutions, the solutions are optimized through cluster
manipulation. Cluster manipulation involves changing the cluster membership of a data point
within a cluster to a different cluster. The simplest way to determine which data point to change
is to select a random point within the solution. While this method will eventually allow the
algorithm to optimize the solution, it is certainly not the most efficient procedure. A more
strategized approach to cluster manipulation involves narrowing down the changed data points to
just border points. A point 𝐱 𝑖 is considered a border point if it has a neighboring point with a
different cluster membership. Limiting the manipulation of data point membership to border
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points not only increases the efficiency of the algorithm, but also keeps the integrity and
compactness of the solution. If a data point is in the center of a cluster, changing the membership
of that data point would not lead to the optimization of a solution if compactness is an objective.
Therefore, the clusters are manipulated based on their border points. Figure 3-4 shows the
procedure for cluster manipulation.

Procedure Manipulate_Cluster(Solution a)
{
Randomly select a border data point 𝒙𝑖 in solution a
Randomly select a neighbor 𝐱 𝑙 of 𝐱 𝑖 such that their cluster memberships are different.
Create a new solution by changing the membership of 𝐱 𝑖 to the membership of 𝐱 𝑙
Recalculate cluster centers
Reevaluate objectives E and MBD
Reevaluate the penalty term
}
Figure 3-4 Cluster Manipulation Procedure

Changing the cluster membership of a border data point creates a new solution. This new
solution is evaluated and compared to the existing solutions within the population, and the
population is updated according to the following dominance rules:
1. If the new solution a dominates any of the current solutions, the current solution is
eliminated from the population.
2. If the new solution a is dominated by any of the current solutions, solution a is
eliminated.
3. If solution a and the current solutions are non-dominating, then solution a is added to the
population.
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Once the dominance of the new solution has been determined, the current population size needs
to be compared to 𝑝 to ensure it does not exceed the maximum. If the current population size
exceeds 𝑝, the solution with the smallest crowding distance is eliminated from the population.
Figure 3-5 demonstrates the procedure for updating the population.

Procedure Update_Population (Solution a)
{
For (i=0…𝑝)
Do {
If a dominates population member i, then remove member i from the population
If a is dominated by population member i, discard a and exit
}
Add a to the population
If (current population size > 𝑝) {
Remove that the solution with the smallest crowding distance from the population
}
Sort the population in ascending order of objective E
}
Figure 3-5 Update Population Procedure

The combination of manipulating the clusters within a solution and updating the solution
population creates MOSCH’s optimization loop. The procedures from Figures 3-4 and 3-5 are
repeated within the optimization loop until the solution population is fully optimized. The
number of iterations can also be altered to the researcher’s goals. The MOSCH algorithm is preset to 10,000 iterations, which ensures an optimized solution population for a standard data set.
The logic for the MOSCH algorithm is displayed in Figure 3-6.
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Algorithm MOSCH
{
Input data set, neighborhood matrix, 𝑝, and k
For (i=0…𝑝)
Do {
Create_Random_Clusters()
}
Plot first cluster solution set
While (number of iterations <= max number of iterations)
Do {
Randomly select a solution a from the population
Manipulate_Cluster(a)
Update_Population(a)
}
Plot final cluster solution set

Figure 3-6 MOSCH Algorithm
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Chapter 4
Results
Computational Experiments
At the completion of the MOSCH algorithm, the algorithm was tested with the same
generated data set used in the K-means trials. When the data set was tested previously, only data
for the Euclidean distance was taken into consideration for clustering. Since the MOSCH
algorithm handles multiple objectives and constraints, the entire data set was used for testing.
The test data set contains 150 data points, each with two spatial variables and two attributes. The
neighborhood matrix was calculated using Delaunay triangulation, which categorizes three data
points neighbors if a circumcircle of their data point triangle does not contain an extra data point.
The data sets were imported into the algorithm, which was run a total of 10,000 iterations. As the
algorithm was iterated, both objective functions revealed continued improvement through
minimization. Table 4-1 and Figure 4-1 show the objective values at the initial iteration and their
progression throughout the iterations.

Initial Cluster
E
925.5342
954.1949
954.7481
957.8504
949.2773
962.0322
940.484
958.4859
957.7544

MBD
11.09577
10.09743
9.898733
10.13866
9.399824
9.89619
9.868692
9.972497
9.746619

625 Iterations
E
698.5513
702.5443
706.5676
715.885
743.5495
748.0589
767.6878
778.1495
786.4122

MBD
8.225401
8.044781
7.842224
7.738061
7.080995
6.998188
6.52652
6.144023
6.122717

1250 Iterations
E
535.8462
537.3495
553.0751
561.4096
565.3712
586.9043
601.4527
603.9481
578.4262

MBD
6.485093
6.448674
5.646855
5.610494
5.570525
5.069022
4.540953
4.529919
5.078459

2,500 Iterations
E
378.2078
389.7146
390.6697
484.655
489.8801
492.5377
492.6017
558.2406
559.9724

MBD
4.833872
4.249541
4.22238
3.936256
3.845811
3.832731
3.715906
3.713727
3.694284

5,000 Iterations
E
307.6841
311.3974
312.1164
316.1247
321.2986
324.473
341.5126
358.528
345.358

MBD
3.622375
3.566617
3.518921
3.222169
3.224515
2.753519
2.699313
2.6669
2.680581

10,000 Iterations
E
291.3139
296.698
300.1123
302.8219
306.7741
312.1815
319.9039
332.5999
344.7272

Table 4-1 MOSCH Iteration Chart (Membership Randomly Assigned)

MBD
3.600933
3.421892
3.184806
2.991895
2.814898
2.609631
2.453882
2.370288
2.305889
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Figure 4-1 MOSCH Iteration Graph (Membership Randomly Assigned)
At the initial clustering, the data points were assigned random membership instead of
using the Create Random Clusters procedure. Running the MOSCH algorithm with completely
random cluster creation shows the effectiveness of the Create Random Clusters procedure in
later testing. As shown in Figure 4-1, the initial solution set has high objective values, placing
the solution set in the upper right corner of the graph. As the objective values are minimized, the
solutions begin to spread across the graph and are pushed towards the center axis. However, after
each iteration, objective improvement slightly decreases. For example, the 625th iteration is
minimized about 25% from the initial clustering set, but the improvement between the 5,000th
and 10,000th iteration is only about 5%. The more iterations the algorithm is run, the less overall
improvement is shown in the objective functions. However, MOSCH is shown to continuously
minimize the objective functions in every iteration.
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The final solution set contains solutions that optimize both objectives equally and
solutions that favor one objective over the other, which gives a range of solutions that the
researcher can choose from, depending on the importance of the objective. As shown in Table 41, the solution set after 10,000 iterations follows a Pareto-optimal curve. Pareto optimality refers
to the state of a solution set in which it is theoretically impossible to optimize a solution’s
objective function without impairing another objective function. A Pareto improvement in this
case would result in the optimization of an objective function without any adverse effects on
another objective function. Since there are no major Pareto improvements to the clustering
solutions within the solution set, the final solution set can be considered Pareto-optimal. Figure
4-2 reveals the plotted solution set for the Initial Cluster section of Table 4-1. K was set to 3 and
the cluster centers are represented as black stars in the graphs.
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Figure 4-2 Initial Solution Set (Membership Randomly Assigned)
As expected, the initial solution set bears no resemblance of compact clusters. Since the
data points are randomly assigned membership, the calculated cluster centers have similar results
and are positioned in the center of the graph, which led to the high objective values and noncompact solutions. Even with the high objective starting point, MOSCH was able to refine the
solutions to resemble compact clusters with minimized objectives. Figure 4-3 reveals the final
solution set after 10,000 iterations.
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Figure 4-3 Final Solution Set (Membership Randomly Assigned)
The solutions in Figure 4-3 are ordered by the Euclidean distance ascending. Therefore,
the first three solutions resemble the clustering from the K-means algorithm, Figure 3-2. As the
MBD objective is minimized, the clustering solutions seem to resemble the two-cluster solution
as shown in Figure 3-1. Minimizing the MBD objective causes the average distance between
border points to decrease, resulting in a smoother transition between the two main clusters. The
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range of solutions proves to be useful in determining the number of clusters desired for the given
data set, depending on the weight of the objectives and constraints.
While assigning the initial cluster membership randomly does lead to ideal clustering
results, it requires thousands of iterations of the MOSCH algorithm to achieve those results.
Depending on the size of the data set, the increased iterations slow down the MOSCH algorithm
significantly. Implementing the Create Random Clusters procedure enables the initial clustering
solution to start at a much more targeted and optimized value. Table 4-2 and Figure 4-4 show the
test data results after implementing the Create Random Clusters procedure.

Initial Cluster
E
463.7218
546.9642
511.9724
628.5608
425.263
653.8674
626.0188
411.1295
496.0693

MBD
6.937532
2.673494
3.370081
3.059089
1.7872
2.845954
2.253604
3.481029
2.43176

500 Iterations
E
304.8379
308.9196
316.768
330.7432
345.0627
351.9114
356.9028
379.734
402.3179

MBD
3.004853
2.647327
2.448835
2.319225
2.209998
1.990993
1.759517
1.636402
1.523323

1000 Iterations
E
276.6665
283.5787
287.1566
300.4878
310.5593
313.3587
369.4229
379.3751
402.9898

MBD
2.747369
2.418789
2.331604
2.125015
1.826973
1.821046
1.754869
1.583915
1.507614

2,500 Iterations
E
245.3289
253.9593
258.4246
260.2856
279.9558
309.8608
347.7472
382.2117
405.5985

MBD
3.453717
2.752975
2.589296
2.222561
1.963511
1.833595
1.734457
1.624467
1.427852

5,000 Iterations
E
242.3309
242.7632
251.4235
258.6066
275.8337
309.3134
347.193
361.6889
405.5985

MBD
3.500457
3.256461
2.77212
2.240711
1.932406
1.846652
1.810838
1.52316
1.427852

10,000 Iterations
E
242.3309
242.7632
251.4235
258.6066
275.8337
299.0795
340.9076
361.6889
405.5985

Table 4-2 MOSCH Iteration Chart (Create Random Clusters Procedure)

MBD
3.500457
3.256461
2.77212
2.240711
1.932406
1.744255
1.725068
1.52316
1.427852
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Figure 4-4 MOSCH Iteration Graph (Create Random Clusters Procedure)
In Table 4-1, the objectives at the initial clustering start with E greater than 900 and
MBD between 9 and 11. As shown in Table 4-2, the objective functions start at a much more
optimal position, with the largest E value being about 653 and MBD about 7. By 1,000 iterations
in the second test run, the overall results are more optimal than the results achieved at 10,000
iterations in the first test run. Therefore, the MOSCH algorithm can achieve similar results to the
first run 10 times faster. The Create Random Clusters procedure gives a more efficient starting
point for the algorithm to use. Figures 4-5 and 4-6 reveal the solution sets for the initial
clustering and after 10,000 iterations.
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Figure 4-5 Initial Solution Set (Create Random Clusters Procedure)
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Figure 4-6 Final Solution Set (Create Random Clusters Procedure)
Both computational experiments of the MOSCH algorithm using the generated test data
show significant improvement in both objective functions while producing pareto-optimal
solution sets. Constraint functions can also be implemented to further customize the algorithm to
the research problem. Comparing the initial clustering solutions to the finalized clustering
solutions reveals the accuracy of the MOSCH algorithm and potential practical applications for
real-world scenarios.
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Real-Life Implementation
Developing and managing efficient transportation systems and infrastructure, especially
in population-dense cities such as New York City, proves to be a challenge. Recent technologies,
such as ridesharing applications like Uber and Lyft, are revolutionizing the way people approach
transportation. Over the past decade, bike-sharing programs have become increasingly popular in
major cities across the United States. According to the National Association of City
Transportation Officials, the number of annual trips taken with bike-sharing programs in 2017
was 35 million, a 600% increase from 2012 (NACTO, 2017). With the convenience of mobile
applications and GPS tracking capabilities, it has become easier for companies to develop secure
and accessible bike-sharing systems.
With the increase of bike-sharing programs and stations, managing thousands of bikes at
hundreds of stations has become increasingly difficult. Much research has been centered around
the optimization of bike-sharing systems. For example, Palomares, Gutierrez, and Latorre (2012)
took a GIS approach to optimize the location of bike stations. Also, optimizing the inventory
management of bikes at stations has been the basis for developing new inventory models (Raviv
& Kolka, 2013). In the real-life implementation of the MOSCH algorithm, New York Citi Bike
stations are clustered to determine the most effective grouping of Citi Bike stations to manage
bike inventories. Since bikes can be rented at one station and returned to any other station,
balancing the number of bikes entering and leaving clusters of stations is critical, especially in
areas with higher demand.
In order to cluster Citi Bike stations in New York, data about the station’s location and
usage needed to be collected. Citi Bike’s website, https://www.citibikenyc.com/system-data,
provides System Data that is collected by Citi Bike and is in accordance with the NYC Bike
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Share Data Use Policy. These data sets were available as downloadable files starting in 2013 and
are divided into three-month intervals. The data sets include the following attributes:
•

Trip Duration (seconds)

•

Start Time and Date

•

Stop Time and Date

•

Start Station Name

•

End Station Name

•

Station ID

•

Station Lat/Long

•

Bike ID

•

User Type (Customer = 24-hour pass or 3-day pass user; Subscriber = Annual Member)

•

Gender (Zero=unknown; 1=male; 2=female)

•

Year of Birth
For the MOSCH algorithm, the 4th quarter 2018 data set was used. Since optimizing bike

station management requires keeping track of the number of bikes entering and leaving the
stations, the data set needed to be modified to represent those values. Each entry in the data set
represents one trip; therefore, the number of entries was counted for each station and divided into
two categories: bikes that were rented and bikes that were returned. Then, the individual rentals
and returns were aggreged over the stations. Several stations with very low numbers of
transactions as well as stations with missing data were excluded. The resulting data set contains
over 760 entries with four columns: the station ID, GPS location of the bike stations, and their
rent and return traffic for the given time period. The location data is used to calculate the
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Euclidean Distance and MBD objectives, while the incoming and outgoing bike traffic columns
are used in the constraint functions, which were modified for this research problem.
During the MOSCH optimization loop, both the Euclidean Distance and Mean Boundary
Distance objectives were minimized, as they were in the computational experiments. Two
constraints have also been customized to the research problem. The first constraint is to balance
the number of bikes entering and leaving the stations in a given cluster region. The equation for
the constraint is represented below,
𝐾

𝑓1 = ∑ max(0, 𝐴 −
𝑘=1

min(𝑆𝐼𝑘 , 𝑆𝑂𝑘 )
)
max(𝑆𝐼𝑘 , 𝑆𝑂𝑘 )

where 𝐴𝑗 is the minimum target ratio that each cluster must hold, and 𝑆𝐼𝑘 and 𝑆𝑂𝑘 are the total
numbers of bikes returned to and rented from a station in cluster k. For example, 𝐴 = 0.95
means that 95% of bikes must be rented from a station and returned to another station in the
same cluster. The more balanced a region is, the less resources would be needed to manage the
bike station inventories, since bike transfers among stations would be within the region.
The second constraint is to reduce the deviation of the total number of bikes entering or
leaving a cluster from the average bike volume per cluster to 10% or less. The equation for the
second constraint is as follows,
𝐾

𝑓2 = ∑ max(0,
𝑘=1

̅|
|𝑆𝐼𝑘 − 𝑆𝐼
− 𝐵)
̅
𝑆𝐼

̅ is the average number of returned bikes per cluster. 𝑆𝐼
̅ is calculated by dividing the
where 𝑆𝐼
total number of returns in the data set by the number of clusters. If a region contains a similar
number of bikes entering or leaving each station, there is a greater chance that the bikes will be
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rented and returned within the same region. The constraint also ensures that the numbers of bikes
in each cluster are similar to other clusters, keeping the size of clusters balanced among others.
The data set was run through the MOSCH algorithm 50,000 iterations with p=10, K= 15,
A=0.95, and B=0.1. The final clustering solution set gave nine different solutions, each with
slight variances according to the objective being favored. Figure 4-7 reveals a solution from the
final clustering solution set represented on a map of NYC.

Figure 4-7 NYC Citi Bike Clusters
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The Euclidean Distance objective ensures that the bike station clusters are compact, given
the assumption that bikes can be taken across bridges in NYC. The Mean Boundary Distance
objective also ensures that the transitions between cluster regions are smooth, which can reduce
the compactness of some clusters. The constraint functions can also impact the compactness of
some clustering solutions due to satisfying the attribute goals. Overall, the objectives are shown
to be balanced in both compactness and competitiveness.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
The goal of this research was to address the gap in the literature with regards to clustering
and machine learning algorithms capable of handling multiple objectives under constraints.
Three different types of clustering algorithms were studied and analyzed in order to design the
MOSCH algorithm, which were spatial clustering, multi-objective clustering, and clustering with
constraints. In this study, the k-means algorithm was modified to employ objective and constraint
functions. Two objective functions, Euclidean Distance and Mean Boundary Distance, were
chosen and customized for the MOSCH algorithm. These objectives were chosen because they
are frequently used in spatial clustering problems and inherently conflict with each other if both
are minimized, thus creating the need for a set of clustering solutions. A constraint-handling
function was also developed to be adaptable to the given research problem.
The two objective functions and constraint methods were implemented into an
algorithmic methodology and tested on a generated data set to ensure its effectiveness. The
results from the computational experiments revealed not only compact clusters, but also
optimization in both objective functions while adhering to the constraints. After testing the
MOSCH algorithm, it was used on a real-life problem scenario, which was to effectively manage
Citi Bike stations in NYC. The MOSCH algorithm considered the number of bikes entering and
leaving each station as well as ensured the number of total bikes in each cluster was balanced.
The results showed compact clusters that created regions based on station popularity and
monthly traffic. The number of clusters can also be modified to create the desired number of
bike-station regions.
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Further research and implementation of the MOSCH algorithm can reveal more
application areas of this type of clustering algorithm. For example, the MOSCH algorithm can be
used to cluster congressional district regions based on constraints such as demographics and
political parties to create compact and unbiased districts. Another application area of the
MOSCH algorithm could include research in market demographics to determine the best areas to
place stores and shopping centers. Market clusters can reveal similarities in consumer interest
and therefore determine where demand for a certain product or brand would be the greatest.
Finally, further research can be done to improve the overall efficiency of the MOSCH algorithm,
since satisfying multiple objectives and constraints can increase processing times depending on
the size and complexity of the data set.
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Appendix
Python Source Code
class Cluster:
n = 0
m = 0
def __init__(self, o1, o2, n, m, k, input_data):
self.o1 = o1
self.o2 = o2
self.n = n
self.m = m
self.k = k
self.input_data = input_data
self.membership = []
self.border = [] #1: a border case 1 and 0: not a border case
self.nc = [] # nc[k]: number of cases in cluster k
self.centers = [[]] # centers
self.total_distance = 0 #distance
self.mbd = 0 #mean boundary distance
self.distance = 0 #distance for eliminating cluster solutions
self.avg_attributes = [] #mean for j = d+1 ... d+m
self.tp = 0 #total penalty for clustering solution
def assign_cluster(self):
for i in range(self.n):
self.membership.append(random.randint(0,self.k-1))
return self.membership
def assign_cluster_construction(self,neighbor_array,neighbor_count):
#-1 not assigned to a cluster yet.
self.membership=numpy.ones(self.n,dtype=int) * -1
#print(self.membership)
random_i = [i for i in range(self.n)]
shuffle(random_i)
#start with k random cluster points
for i in range(self.k):
j=random_i[i]
self.membership[j]=i
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find_a_point=1
random_i = [i for i in range(neighbor_count)]
while(find_a_point==1):
find_a_point=0 #exit from the loop when we cannot make any more
assignments
shuffle(random_i)
for i in random_i:
a = neighbor_array[1][i]
#print(a)
b = neighbor_array[2][i]
#print(b)
#a is assigned but not b or vice versa.
if self.membership[a] > -1 and self.membership[b] == -1:
self.membership[b]=self.membership[a]
find_a_point=1
break
if self.membership[b] > -1 and self.membership[a] == -1:
self.membership[a]=self.membership[b]
find_a_point=1
break
return self.membership
def identify_border(self,neighbor_array,neighbor_count):
self.border=numpy.zeros(self.n)
for i in range(neighbor_count):
a = neighbor_array[1][i]
b = neighbor_array[2][i]
if self.membership[a] != self.membership[b]:
self.border[a]=1;
self.border[b]=1;
return 0
def calc_avg_attributes(n, k, d1_dm, m_values, membership):
sum_distances = numpy.zeros((k,d1_dm), dtype=float)
n_membership=numpy.zeros((k,d1_dm),dtype=int)
avg_attributes=numpy.zeros((k,d1_dm), dtype=float)
for i in range(n):
km = membership[i]
for c in range(d1_dm):
sum_distances[km][c] += float(m_values[i][c])
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n_membership[km][c]+=1
for c in range(k):
for i in range(d1_dm):
if(n_membership[c][i] > 0 ):
avg_attributes[c][i]=sum_distances[c][i]/n_membership[c][i]
return avg_attributes
def calc_sum_attributes(n, k, d1_dm, m_values, membership):
sum_attributes=numpy.zeros((k,d1_dm), dtype=float)
for i in range(n):
km = membership[i]
for c in range(d1_dm):
sum_attributes[km][c] += float(m_values[i][c])
#print(sum_attributes)
return sum_attributes
def calc_total_penalty(k,pj,a_array,sum_attributes,avg_sum_in):
tp = 0
for c in range(k):
tp += (pj*max(0,(a_array-(min(sum_attributes[c][0],
sum_attributes[c][1])/max(sum_attributes[c][0], sum_attributes[c][1])))))
for c in range(k):
tp += (pj*max(0,((numpy.abs(sum_attributes[c][0] avg_sum_in)/avg_sum_in)-0.1)))
return tp
def calc_centers(n, k, membership, d_values):
# notes
# i case index
# j variable index
# q cluster index
# c coordinates index
center_array = numpy.zeros((k, 2))
nc = numpy.zeros(k)
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sumc = numpy.zeros((k, 2))
# each cluster has zero member
for q in range(k):
nc[q] = 0
for i in range(n):
#get cluster membership of ith case
kcluster = membership[i]
nc[kcluster] += 1
for c in range(2):
sumc[kcluster][c] +=
float(d_values[i][c])
#calculate the cluster centers
for q in range(k):
for c in range(2):
center_array[q][c] = sumc[q][c] / nc[q]
return center_array

def calc_distances(n, k, membership, d_values, center_array):
sum_distances = numpy.zeros(k)
total_distance = 0
for i in range(n):
km = membership[i]
for c in range(2):
sum_distances[km] += (center_array[km][c] - float(d_values[i][c]))**2
for q in range(k):
total_distance += sum_distances[q]
return total_distance
def calc_mbd_2(n, neighbor_count, membership, d_m, neighbor_array):
mbd = 0
for i in range(neighbor_count):
a = neighbor_array[1][i]
b = neighbor_array[2][i]
if membership[a] != membership[b]:
for c in range(4):
mbd += (float(d_m[a][c]) - float(d_m[b][c]))**2
mbd = mbd / n
return mbd
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def plot_data(n, k, membership, coordinates, x_centers, y_centers):
colors = ['r', 'b', 'g', 'y', 'c', 'm', 'maroon', 'darkorange', 'olive',
'darkslategrey',
'navy', 'indigo', 'fuchsia', 'sienna', 'yellow', 'lime',
'skyblue','blueviolet', 'peru', 'plum']
fig, sub = plt.subplots()
for q in range(k):
points = numpy.array([coordinates[i] for i in range(n) if membership[i]
== q])
sub.scatter(points[:, 0], points[:, 1], s = 5, c = colors[q])
sub.scatter(x_centers, y_centers, marker = '*', s = 100, c = 'black')
#plt.show()
def test_dominance(cluster1, cluster2):
if (cluster1.total_distance < cluster2.total_distance and cluster1.mbd <
cluster2.mbd):
return 1
elif cluster1.total_distance >= cluster2.total_distance and cluster1.mbd >=
cluster2.mbd:
return 2
else:
return 0
def eliminate_cluster(Clusters, npop):
Clusters.sort(key=Cluster.total_distance)
Max_E = Clusters[npop].total_distance
Max_MBD = Clusters[0].mbd
Clusters[0].distance = 2
Clusters[npop].distance = 2
lcd = 0
for i in range(1, npop):
Clusters[i].distance = (abs(Clusters[i-1].total_distance Clusters[i+1].total_distance) / Max_E) + (abs(Clusters[i-1].mbd Clusters[i+1].mbd) / Max_MBD)
if (Clusters[i].distance < Clusters[lcd].distance):
lcd = i
del Clusters[lcd]

def main():
# Imports data and parses it accordingly
random.seed(2985)
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input_data = pd.read_csv('201806sum_all_data.csv')
neighbor_matrix=numpy.loadtxt("adjacency.csv", dtype='i', delimiter=',')
nm_n = neighbor_matrix.shape[0]
nm_m = neighbor_matrix.shape[1]
neighbor_array = [[]]
neighbor_x = []
neighbor_y = []
for i in range(nm_n):
for j in range(nm_m):
if neighbor_matrix[i][j] == 1:
neighbor_x.append(i)
neighbor_y.append(j)
neighbor_array.append(neighbor_x)
neighbor_array.append(neighbor_y)
neighbor_count = len(neighbor_x)
n = input_data.shape[0]
print(n)
m = input_data.shape[1]
k = 15
npop = 10
k_array = numpy.zeros(k)
for q in range(k):
k_array[q] = q
x_values = input_data.iloc[:,0]
y_values = input_data.iloc[:,1]
d1 = input_data.iloc[:,0]
d2 = input_data.iloc[:,1]
m1 = input_data.iloc[:,2]
m2 = input_data.iloc[:,3]
coordinates = numpy.array(list(zip(x_values, y_values)))
d_values = numpy.array(list(zip(d1, d2)))
m_values = numpy.array(list(zip(m1, m2)))
d1_dm = m_values.shape[1]
d_m = numpy.array(list(zip(d1, d2, m1, m2)))
pj = 100
a_array = 0.95
sum_in = 0
for i in range(n):
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sum_in += m_values[i][0]
avg_sum_in = sum_in / k
print(avg_sum_in)
# Creates first cluster instance
Clusters = []
for p in range(npop):
cluster = Cluster(0, 0, n, m, k, input_data)
cluster.assign_cluster_construction(neighbor_array,neighbor_count)
centers = calc_centers(n, k, cluster.membership, d_values)
cluster.centers=centers
sum_attributes =
calc_sum_attributes(n,k,d1_dm,m_values,cluster.membership)
tp = calc_total_penalty(k,pj,a_array,sum_attributes,avg_sum_in)
cluster.tp = tp
distance = calc_distances(n, k, cluster.membership, d_values, centers)
cluster.total_distance = distance + tp
mbd = calc_mbd_2(n, neighbor_count, cluster.membership, d_m,
neighbor_array)
cluster.mbd = mbd + tp
cluster.identify_border(neighbor_array,neighbor_count)
Clusters.append(cluster)
#print(cluster)
# New Optimization Loop
improvement = 1
random_n = [i for i in range(n)]
random_i = [i for i in range(n)]
shuffle(random_n)
current_npop = npop
n_iterations=0
n_max = 50000
for i in range(current_npop):
print(str(Clusters[i].total_distance) + " " + str(Clusters[i].mbd) + " "
+ str(Clusters[i].tp))
x_centers = []
y_centers = []
for q in range(k):
x_centers.append(Clusters[i].centers[q][0])
y_centers.append(Clusters[i].centers[q][1])
plot_data(n, k, Clusters[i].membership, coordinates, x_centers,
y_centers)
plt.show()
print ("-------------------------------DIVIDER--------------------------------------")
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while(n_iterations < n_max):
improvement = 0
pp = random.randint(0, current_npop-1)
new_cluster =deepcopy(Clusters[pp])
n_iterations=n_iterations+1
#find a border point and set its cluster membership to the same one.
border_point=0
while(border_point==0):
#Increase new cluster membership
new_membership=-1
shuffle(random_i)
#identify data point to update. ii must be a border point. Break in
first random data point.
for i in random_i:
if (new_cluster.border[i] == 1):
ii=i
break
#identify data point to update. ii must be a border point
for j in random_i:
if (neighbor_matrix[ii][j]==1 and new_cluster.membership[ii] !=
new_cluster.membership[j]):
#ii is a border point
border_point=1
new_membership=new_cluster.membership[j]
break
if new_membership == -1:
sys.exit()
new_cluster.membership[ii] = new_membership
#Recalculate new_cluster
centers = calc_centers(n, k, new_cluster.membership, d_values)
new_cluster.centers=centers
sum_attributes =
calc_sum_attributes(n,k,d1_dm,m_values,new_cluster.membership)
tp = calc_total_penalty(k,pj,a_array,sum_attributes,avg_sum_in)
new_cluster.tp = tp
distance = calc_distances(n, k, new_cluster.membership, d_values,
centers)
new_cluster.total_distance = distance + tp
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mbd = calc_mbd_2(n, neighbor_count, new_cluster.membership, d_m,
neighbor_array)
new_cluster.mbd = mbd + tp
#Dominance Test
dominates = 0
current_npop = len(Clusters)
i = 0
while i < current_npop:
if (test_dominance(new_cluster, Clusters[i]) == 2 and dominates ==
0):
dominates = 2
break
if (test_dominance(new_cluster, Clusters[i]) == 1 and dominates ==
0):
new_cluster.identify_border(neighbor_array,neighbor_count)
Clusters[i] = deepcopy(new_cluster)
dominates = 1
improvement = 1
elif (test_dominance(new_cluster, Clusters[i]) == 1 and dominates ==
1):
del Clusters[i]
improvement = 1
current_npop = len(Clusters)
i += 1
current_npop = len(Clusters)
if (dominates == 0 and current_npop < npop):
new_cluster.identify_border(neighbor_array,neighbor_count)
Clusters.append(deepcopy(new_cluster))
current_npop = len(Clusters)
if (dominates == 0 and current_npop >= npop):
Clusters.sort(key=lambda Cluster: Cluster.total_distance)
Max_E = Clusters[current_npop-1].total_distance
Max_MBD = Clusters[0].mbd
Clusters[0].distance = 2
Clusters[current_npop-1].distance = 2
lcd = 0
for i in range(1, current_npop-1):
Clusters[i].distance = (abs(Clusters[i-1].total_distance Clusters[i+1].total_distance) / Max_E) + (abs(Clusters[i-1].mbd Clusters[i+1].mbd) / Max_MBD)
if (Clusters[i].distance < Clusters[lcd].distance):
lcd = i
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del Clusters[lcd]
current_npop = len(Clusters)
if(n_iterations == (n_max/2)):
for i in range(current_npop):
print(str(Clusters[i].total_distance) + " " +
str(Clusters[i].mbd) + " "+ str(Clusters[i].tp))
x_centers = []
y_centers = []
for q in range(k):
x_centers.append(Clusters[i].centers[q][0])
y_centers.append(Clusters[i].centers[q][1])
plot_data(n, k, Clusters[i].membership, coordinates, x_centers,
y_centers)
plt.show()
print ("-------------------------------DIVIDER--------------------------------------")
#end of the while
for i in range(current_npop):
print(str(Clusters[i].total_distance) + " " + str(Clusters[i].mbd) + " "
+ str(Clusters[i].tp))
x_centers = []
y_centers = []
for q in range(k):
x_centers.append(Clusters[i].centers[q][0])
y_centers.append(Clusters[i].centers[q][1])
plot_data(n, k, Clusters[i].membership, coordinates, x_centers,
y_centers)
print ("-------------------------------DIVIDER--------------------------------------")
plt.show()
# Main
import numpy
import pandas as pd
from copy import deepcopy
from matplotlib import pyplot as plt
import random
from random import shuffle
import itertools
q=[1,1]
main()
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